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Abstract: We propose and numerically demonstrate a novel simple method to produce
optical Nyquist pulses based on pulse shaping in a passively mode-locked fiber laser with
an in-cavity flat-top spectral filter. The proposed scheme takes advantage of the nonlinear
in-cavity dynamics of the laser and offers the possibility to generate high-quality sinc-
shaped pulses with widely tunable bandwidth directly from the laser oscillator. We also
show that the use of a filter with a corrective convex profile relaxes the need for large
nonlinear phase accumulation in the cavity by offsetting the concavity of the nonlinearly
broadened pulse spectrum.
Index Terms: Mode-locked fiber lasers, pulse shaping, frequency filtering, nonlinear fiber
optics.
1. Introduction
Sinc-shaped Nyquist pulses in the time domain possess a rectangular spectrum, enabling band-
width efficient encoding of data and intrinsically satisfying the Nyquist criterion for zero intersym-
bol interference (see, e.g., [1], [2], and references therein). These temporal and spectral
properties are of key interest for high-capacity optical communication systems and various other
applications. For example, sinc pulses can provide substantial performance improvement to op-
tical sampling devices [3] because their waveform corresponds to the ideal interpolation function
for the perfect restoration of band-limited signals from discrete and noisy data [4]. Furthermore,
the spectral features of sinc pulses could enable the implementation of ideal rectangular micro-
wave photonics filters [5] with tunable passband profiles, thus providing interesting possibilities
for all-optical signal processing [6], spectroscopy [7], and light storage [8].
These attractive properties stimulated a great deal of research activity in the field of optical
Nyquist pulse transmission and generation. Various optical methods have been reported, includ-
ing spectral reshaping of mode-locked laser [9] or fiber optical parametric amplification pumped
by parabolic pulses in combination with a phase modulator to compensate the pump-induced
chirp [10]. Additionally, sequences of very high-quality sinc-shaped pulses were produced by
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the direct synthesis of a flat phase-locked frequency comb using two cascaded Mach–Zehnder
modulators [11]. An extension of this scheme, including an additional nonlinear optical stage
based on four-wave mixing, was proposed in [12] to expand the bandwidth of the generated
comb beyond the limit imposed by the electronic bandwidth of the modulators. Furthermore, a
Nyquist laser that can directly emit an optical Nyquist pulse train was recently demonstrated
[13]. In the laser design demonstrated in [13], the generation of Nyquist pulses is made possible
by a combination of parabolic time-domain shaping at the pulse peak with an optical intensity
modulator and spectral-domain shaping on the pulse wings with a spectral filter. In general, the
concept of an in-cavity spectral pulse shaper has been proved to have great potential for con-
trolling the dynamics and the output of mode-locked fiber lasers [14]–[16], while obviously entail-
ing a more power efficient technique than pulse shaping implemented through direct filtering of
a laser output.
In this paper, we propose a novel, simple approach to the design of a Nyquist laser, which re-
lies on nonlinear in-cavity pulse dynamics and pulse shaping by an in-cavity flat-top spectral fil-
ter in a passively mode-locked fiber laser. An improved approach, based on the use of a filter's
profile with a corrective convex top, is also proposed to compensate for the concavity of the
pulse spectrum obtained after nonlinear expansion in the fiber. The need for large nonlinear
phase accumulation in the fiber is thereby relaxed. We numerically show the possibility to
achieve sinc-shaped Nyquist pulses of high quality and widely tunable bandwidth with the pro-
posed scheme.
2. Laser Configuration and Numerical Model
The cavity configuration considered is a simple ring cavity, as shown in Fig. 1. The laser con-
sists of a 1 m-long segment of erbium-doped fiber (EDF) with normal group-velocity dispersion
(GVD), which acts as the gain and nonlinear element of the cavity, followed by a spectral filter,
which realizes the pulse shaping, and a saturable absorber (SA) element. Pulse propagation
within the fiber section is modeled with a standard modified nonlinear Schrödinger equation for
the slowly-varying pulse envelope
i z  122 tt þ j j
2 ¼ i
2
g  þ 1
2
 tt
 
(1)
where 2 ¼ 25 fs2=mm is the GVD parameter, and  ¼ 0:005 ðW mÞ1 is the coefficient of cubic
nonlinearity of the fiber [17]. The dissipative terms on the right-hand side of (1) represent linear
gain, as well as a parabolic approximation to the gain profile with the bandwidth  correspond-
ing to 40 nm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth. The gain is saturated according to
g ¼ g0=ð1þW=W0Þ, where g0 ¼ 30 dB=m is the small-signal gain, W ¼
R
dt j j2 is the pulse
energy, and W0 ¼ 150 pJ is the gain saturation energy. The SA is given by a monotonically
increasing transfer function T ¼ 1 q0=½1þ PðtÞ=P0, where q0 ¼ 0:9 is the unsaturated loss,
PðtÞ is the instantaneous pulse power, and P0 ¼ 150 W is the saturation power. The filter is
modeled by the spectral response Hðf Þ ¼ Rðf Þ exp½i2;accð2f Þ2=2, where Rðf Þ is a spectral
Fig. 1. Schematic of the laser. EDF: erbium-doped fiber; SA: saturable absorber.
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profile with sharply decaying edges outside its bandwidth and a Gaussian top, given by
Rðf Þ ¼
p
2 expðf 2Þ; jf jG 1p
p
4 ; jf j ¼ 1p
0 otherwise
8><
>: (2)
where B ¼ 2=p is the spectral bandwidth (defined as the width of both edges of the spectrum
tail), p is the time interval between zero crossings of the corresponding sinc-function-like im-
pulse response, and  is an adjustable parameter defining the width and concavity of the
spectrum top. Note that it is customary to include a non-unit peak amplitude in the frequency-
domain description of the filter in order to give the impulse response in terms of the normal-
ised sinc function. However, in our numerical simulations we applied the normalised filter's
response to the Fourier transform of the pulse. Note also that approximating the Gaussian func-
tion by the first two terms of its Taylor series, that is, by a quadratic function, in the filter's re-
sponse would yield similar results to those presented hereafter. For the special value  ¼ 0,
Rðf Þ is the rectangular spectral profile associated with the Nyquist sinc-function impulse re-
sponse [1], [9]
r ðtÞ ¼
sin 2tp
 
2t
p
(3)
while  > 0 ðG 0Þ yields a convex or inverted (concave or conventional) Gaussian top. A vari-
ety of filters with very steep edges and adjustable bandwidth are readily available. The correc-
tive Gaussian-top profile can be provided by a programmable liquid crystal on silicon optical
processor, the shape and bandwidth of which can be software configured [18]; such devices are
already commercially available. Note that optimization of the filter's profile is relatively easy as it
requires adjustment of only one parameter ðÞ. An additional parabolic spectral phase filter can
be included into the pulse shaper to add a specific amount of GVD 2;acc (in ps
2) to the cavity
and, thus, control the net cavity dispersion [16]. The output of the laser is monitored behind a
70% coupler at the output of the pulse shaper. The numerical model is solved with a standard
symmetric split-step propagation algorithm, and the initial field is a picosecond Gaussian tempo-
ral profile.
3. In-Cavity Nyquist Pulse Shaping
The pulse solutions obtained for a flat-top spectral profile ð ¼ 0Þ applied to the filter with related
zero-crossing pulse durations of 2.5 ps, 1 ps and 0.5 ps are shown in Fig. 2, and compared with
the solutions obtained with a convex Gaussian-top profile. The shape correction factor  was
optimized for each pulse duration, and no in-cavity dispersion control was used in these simula-
tions. It is seen that the use of the basic rectangular shape for the filter's spectral response al-
ready allows us to obtain sinc-shaped pulses at the output of the laser that coincide well with
the theoretical ones described by (3) and feature a spectrum that is fairly close to the ideal rect-
angular case. When a convex spectral profile is applied to the filter, the correction of the non
perfectly flattened pulse spectrum after the gain fiber by the filter brings about sinc pulses of en-
hanced quality and with an almost ideal rectangular spectrum at the laser output for all the pulse
durations being considered.
An example of pulse evolution when the basic rectangular filtering method is employed is il-
lustrated in Fig. 3 by plots of the FWHM pulse duration and spectral bandwidth as functions of
position in the cavity. It is seen that both the temporal and spectral widths of the pulse increase
in the gain fiber as the pulse acquires a positive (normal) instantaneous frequency shift or chirp.
The initial slight decrease of the bandwidth originates from the reshaping of the spectrum from a
rectangular-like profile at the entrance of the fiber to a parabolic-like shape near the peak with a
transition to a steep decay in the first stage of evolution in the fiber. After this stage, the
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spectrum broadens significantly, and eventually develops the steep and structured edges char-
acteristic of self-phase modulation (SPM). The filter and SA reverse these changes. The filter
compensates for spectral and part of temporal broadening, and cancels the temporal phase ac-
cumulation in the fiber. Note that the root-mean-square pulse duration is increased by the filter
Fig. 2. Temporal (left) and spectral (right) intensity profiles of the output pulse from the laser for dif-
ferent filter bandwidths. (a) B ¼ 400 GHz ðp ¼ 2:5 psÞ, (b) B ¼ 1 THz ðp ¼ 1 psÞ, and (c) B ¼
2 THz ðp ¼ 0:5 psÞ. The profiles obtained with a flat-top ð ¼ 0Þ spectral pulse shaper (black) are
compared with those obtained with a convex Gaussian-top spectral shaper (blue). The correction
factor is  ¼ 6:1, 1.1, 0.18 in panels (a)–(c), respectively. Also shown are the calculated waveforms
according to (3) (red dotted). A laser without dispersion control in the cavity is modeled.
Fig. 3. Evolution of the FWHM temporal (blue circles) and spectral (red triangles) widths of the
pulse along the cavity for a flat-top spectral pulse shaper with B ¼ 2 THz ðp ¼ 0:5 psÞ. A laser with-
out dispersion control in the cavity is modeled.
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owing to the specific ringing feature (or ripples) on the pulse wings accompanied by the gener-
ated Nyquist pulse. The SA decreases the pulse duration and attenuates the pulse ripples. The
principle of filtering a pulse in frequency and time due to the large chirp present has already
been exploited to achieve new mode-locking regimes in fiber lasers [19], [20]. In the present
work, the intended pulse shaping is achieved through enhanced spectral filtering of a nonli-
nearly spectrally broadened pulse in the cavity [16]. Note that unlike the cavity design presented
in [16], here, we do not employ an additional passive nonlinear propagation stage in the cavity.
Notwithstanding, the spectral broadening in the gain fiber segment is still sufficient to operate a
convenient reshaping across a broad range of filter bandwidths. The peak nonlinear phase shift
NL ¼ R dz P0ðzÞ (P0 is the pulse peak power), which the pulse accumulates in the gain fiber
(also known as the B-integral) is approximately 3 rad in the example of Fig. 3. This is accommo-
dated by a spectral breathing factor (defined as the ratio of the spectral FWHM at the input and
the output of the filter) of approximately 2. Because the nonlinearly broadened spectrum of the
pulse at the output of the fiber is wider than the filter's spectral response and fairly flat within the
filter bandwidth, it can be sliced without caring for the details of its structure [21]. This is the en-
abling mechanism for the formation of pulses of the desired temporal shape at the output of the
filter, impressed on the pulse by the filter's impulse response.
In order to illustrate the flexibility of the proposed scheme in terms of output spectral band-
width, we have changed the zero-crossing duration parameter p in the filter's impulse re-
sponse over a wide range, and assessed the quality of the obtained pulses with the metric
M2 ¼ R dt ðj j2  jj2Þ2= R dt j j4. Here,  is the pulse being evaluated, and  is the theoretical
sinc function (Eq. (3)) with the same peak amplitude. In each case, we have verified that the
spectrum was close to the ideal rectangular one. In the left panel of Fig. 4, we summarize the re-
sults obtained with a flat-top spectral profile applied to the filter and in the absence of in-cavity
dispersion control. It is seen that the quality of the generated sinc pulses improves with increas-
ing values of the filter bandwidth, which enable increasingly higher values of the nonlinear phase
shift accumulated in the fiber. This confirms that the pulse-shaping mechanism of our laser de-
sign requires SPM, and gets stronger with increasing pulse intensity and nonlinear phase shift.
Fig. 4. Misfit parameter to a sinc shape at the output of the laser (red circles) and peak nonlinear
phase shift (blue squares) versus filter bandwidth B for a flat-top spectral pulse shaper and lasers
without (left) and with (right) passive nonlinear propagation in the absence of in-cavity dispersion
control.
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The peak nonlinear phase shift accumulated by the pulse, however, saturates to about 3.5 rad
in our laser configuration. Above this value, the pulse spectrum after the fiber begins to split and
oscillations begin to appear in its central part. It is seen in the left panel of Fig. 4 that sinc-
shaped pulses with low M values ðM  0:06Þ are obtained over the bandwidth range from a few
hundred gigahertz to a few terahertz. At smaller bandwidths, in order to enhance the spectral
breathing, and, hence, the filtering process, more nonlinear pulse propagation is necessary in
the cavity. To this end, one may either use a longer gain fiber segment or incorporate a short
segment of passive nonlinear fiber into the cavity. In the spirit of prior work on in-cavity spec-
tral enhancement [16], [22], we placed a 20 cm-long segment of highly-nonlinear photonic-
crystal fiber (2 ¼ 7 fs2=mm and nonlinear coefficient nine times larger than that of the gain fi-
ber) after the gain fiber. As the right panel of Fig. 4 shows, high-quality sinc-shaped pulses
were indeed obtained over the bandwidth range from a few ten to a few hundred gigahertz in
this case. We confirmed in the simulation that a similar performance was also achieved with 2
m of gain fiber and without passive nonlinear propagation. For larger bandwidths than the upper
bounds of the intervals shown in Fig. 4, stable single-pulsing was not possible.
Fig. 5 outlines the results obtained for the same laser configuration as that shown in the left
panel of Fig. 4, but using now the enhanced spectral filtering method. Misfit values to a sinc
pulse shape below 0.03 are possible with this strategy over the full bandwidth range being stud-
ied. Remarkably, the misfit parameter is reduced by a factor of more than ten (and even reach-
ing a hundred in some cases) with respect to the rectangular filtering approach for bandwidths
between the lower bound of the interval studied (10 GHz) and 2.2 THz. This relaxes the need
for large nonlinear phase accumulation or, in other words, large spectral broadening in the fiber
section to obtain a fairly flat pulse spectrum within the filter bandwidth. Indeed, a higher degree
of concavity of the output spectrum from the fiber stemming from a lower extent of nonlinear
spectral expansion can be offset by a higher value of the correction factor  (see Fig. 2). The in-
crease of the misfit parameter with increasing bandwidth after approximately 1.5 THz is due to
the fact that at such large bandwidths, some structure of the nonlinearly broadened pulse spec-
trum at the fiber output falls within the filter bandwidth. Such a structure cannot be efficiently
cancelled by applying a simple convex function. Consequently, the strength of the corrective
spectral shaping approach increasingly diminishes with increasing bandwidth, as it is evident
from the misfit parameter increasingly approaching the values obtained with the basic shaping
approach. Ultimately, the corrective approach becomes dispensable. However, within such a
bandwidth range, the generated sinc pulses with the basic approach are already of very high
quality (see Fig. 4) and, thus, do not compulsorily require corrections.
We also studied the effect of net cavity dispersion on the quality of the generated Nyquist
pulses. The results presented in Fig. 6 show that the tolerance of Nyquist pulse shaping to the
cavity dispersion increases with increasing pulse duration, while the dispersion range where the
best sinc-shaped pulses are obtained shifts toward increasingly higher values of normal
Fig. 5. Misfit parameter to a sinc shape at the output of the laser (red circles) and correction factor
 (gray open squares) versus filter bandwidth B for a Gaussian-top spectral pulse shaper and a la-
ser without passive nonlinear propagation in the absence of in-cavity dispersion control.
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dispersion when the basic rectangular filtering method is employed. Fig. 6 also highlights a typi-
cal scenario of when a corrective Gaussian-top profile is applied to the filter: When anomalous
GVD is added into the cavity, a larger shape correction factor  can compensate for the higher
degree of concavity of the pulse spectrum at the output of the fiber to some extent, and so better
quality sinc-shaped pulses can be obtained compared to the basic filtering method. On the con-
trary, with increasing normal dispersion in the cavity, the pulse spectrum at the output of the fiber
acquires an increasing convex feature, which cannot be offset by a concave filter's spectral pro-
file ðG 0Þ. Therefore, the improvement in pulse quality brought about by the corrective method
using small negative values of  is minimal. Furthermore, we investigated the influence of high-
er-order dispersion of the gain fiber on the generated sub-picosecond Nyquist pulses. For typical
values of the third-order dispersion (TOD) coefficient of the fiber from 50 to 100 fs3=mm, we did
not observe any appreciable effects of the TOD on the pulses. This indicates that the higher order
dispersion does not limit the operation or performance of our Nyquist laser.
4. Conclusion
We have numerically shown the possibility of directly generating sinc-shaped Nyquist pulses of
high quality from a passively mode-locked fiber laser incorporating a simple flat-top spectral fil-
ter in the cavity. Pulse shaping in such a laser occurs through filtering of a spectrally nonlinearly
broadened pulse in the cavity. We have also shown that the use of a filter's profile with a correc-
tive convex top can compensate for the concavity of the nonlinearly broadened pulse spectrum
in the fiber, thereby relaxing the need for large nonlinear phase accumulation. In principle, the
corrective spectral shaping approach presented here could be used to synthesize any kind of
dissipative solitons in a mode-locked fiber laser with a very high precision. The filtering process
being used enables tunability of the output spectral bandwidth over a wide range, up to a few
terahertz. The high flexibility of the bandwidth can be of particular interest for photonic assisted
technologies such as photonic analog-to-digital conversion or optical sampling. It is also note-
worthy that the simplicity of the proposed fiber laser design is appealing for implementation in
experiments. It is typical in optical communications that the availability of a certain technical so-
lution refocuses research on the feasibility of simpler or more cost-efficient versions. From a
Fig. 6. Misfit parameter to a sinc shape at the output of the laser versus net cavity dispersion for: a
flat-top spectral pulse shaper with B ¼ 2 THz and a cavity without passive nonlinear propagation
(red circles), flat-top (blue triangles), and Gaussian-top (blue open triangles) spectral pulse shapers
with B ¼ 1 THz and a cavity without passive nonlinear propagation, a flat-top spectral pulse shaper
with B ¼ 300 GHz, and a cavity with passive nonlinear propagation (black squares). The natural
dispersion of the cavity is shown by a dashed line.
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fundamental standpoint, our work confirms the great potential of the concept of an in-cavity
pulse shaper for manipulating and controlling the dynamics of mode-locked fiber lasers and,
thus, enabling different mode-locking regimes.
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